COMMENTARY

Health Care for Transgender Men: What Is Missing in
OB/GYN Care?
Ben Haseen, BS,1 Abigail Kahn, BS, BA,1 Allyson Belton, MPH,1 and Carey Roth Bayer, EdD, BSN, RN1,2
Objective: Transgender men (TGM) are those who identify their sex as
male but were assigned female at birth who face marginalization in obstetrics and gynecology (OB/GYN) practices. The following commentary
highlights recommendations for creating inclusive OB/GYN spaces and
improving outcomes for TGM patients.
Methods: The commentary is written in a call to action style using previously published literature about treatment and guidelines for care of transgender patients to highlight recommendations for creating inclusive OB/
GYN spaces for TGM. The GLMA Handbook on LGBT Health and The
UCSF Transgender Care Web site were among the resources used to gather
information on transgender patient inclusivity in health care settings.
Results: Supporting literature was collected that reinstates the need to include framing questions specific to the TGM population during historytaking, creating inclusive clinic settings, and enhancing health care provider
training in TGM care.
Conclusions: It is important for TGM who have a vagina, cervix, and/or
uterus to have routine gynecological screenings. However, the lack of gender inclusive care in OB/GYN clinics presents a barrier for many TGM and
the recommendations emphasized in this commentary will increase sensitivity for the TGM patient population and decrease their marginalization
in health care settings.
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T

he term transgender (TG) applies to those who identify as a
sex different from the one assigned at birth. Transgender patients are a subset of the population who have faced years of marginalization in health care. Up to 28% of TG patients postpone
their health care needs due to fear of discrimination.1 Many TG individuals choose to undergo medical intervention; however, limited
access to resources and care can restrict their options.1 Thus, it is
important for health care providers to be receptive to the individual
needs of TG patients based on their lived experiences and sex expression. Transgender men (TGM) are individuals who identify as
male yet were assigned female at birth. They may elect to undergo
medical transition to bring their physical appearance in line with
their sex identity. Transgender men patients may need the following routine health screenings: pelvic organ screenings if they are
retained; routine hormone therapy (HRT); and, monitoring the effects of long-term transition interventions, such as HRT and other
sex-affirming medical interventions. The purpose of this commentary is to illustrate the obstetrics and gynecology (OB/GYN)
needs of TGM patients and highlight recommendations for inclusion in OB/GYN settings.
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The following 3 key issues of concern related to the care of
TGM patients in OB/GYN settings include: (a) language and
framing of questions when talking with TGM patients, (b) inclusive environments within OB/GYN settings, and (c) the lack of
gynecology education unique to TGM needs.
Although TGM with retained gonadal organs need the same
routine pelvic screenings as cisgender women, screening questions
are different and need to be tailored to the unique experiences of
TGM patients. Transgender men may have sexual relationships
with partners from a spectrum of identities (such as cisgender
males/females, TG individuals, and other gender nonconforming
identities) and may engage in oral, anal, penetrative, and other
forms of sex with and without protection highlighting the need
for providers to be comfortable asking sexual history questions
to assess the need for anal cytology screening (i.e., “Have you
ever had anal sex?”) and other sexual health screenings with
sensitivity and respect.2 It is imperative for TGM to receive comprehensive care based on their lived experiences as well as anatomical organs present.
Because many OB/GYN patient populations are cisgender
women, OB/GYN environments often exclude noncisgender patients. In TGM patients, it is important to identify anatomy by
name (i.e., vagina, cervix, uterus) instead of assuming a specific
function (reproductive organs) or sex (female parts) to increase inclusivity in practice. Many clinics solely validate the cisgender female identity, excluding others. Studies have shown that having
the fear of discrimination in primary care provider settings can
lead to poorer general health among transgender patients.3 Thus,
creating spaces where TGM patients feel that their identity is validated is of great importance. Examples of creating inclusive spaces
include (a) forms that ask patients for their pronouns and gender
identity,4 (b) visual images portraying pelvic organs in both cisgender
female and TGM patients, and (c) including prenatal and postnatal
care for pregnant TGM in patient education materials.5
A survey of 141 gynecologists primarily among academic institutions responded that 29% of providers felt comfortable addressing the health care needs of TGM patients.6 There was a
lack of response from providers outside of academic institutions,
which illustrates a gap in understanding the attitudes of private
practice providers and nonacademic institution–associated OB/
GYN settings. Furthermore, most respondents to the survey were
providers in the northeastern United States, leaving a gap in responses from providers practicing in southern states below the
border of North Carolina. This is concerning because various
populations with intersectional identities in the southern United
States experience numerous health disparities. New guidelines
published in the Annals of Internal Medicine emphasize the need
for cancer screenings among present reproductive organs as well as
continued monitoring of changes associated with HRT.7 Because
HRT may continue across the lifespan and may affect pelvic
anatomy, it is essential that health care providers are equipped to
screen and treat accordingly such as addressing vaginal atrophy,
fertility changes, uterine cancer risk, and other long-term changes.8
Continuing education is crucial in caring for patients who
have been medically transitioning throughout the life span. All
gynecology providers need to have the education to comfortably
care for their TGM patients.
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Increased recognition, visibility, and health care provider education in treating TGM patients in OB/GYN settings may reduce the
health disparities and discrimination currently experienced among
this historically invisible population. With increased sensitivity,
we can work to improve health outcomes for TGM who are often
overlooked and marginalized by the current health care system.
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